INTRODUCTION
Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph without loops and multiple edges. We shall consider embeddings x + X E R" (X E V) of G into euclidean space Rd such that, for some threshold zcz R, where Xjj is the scalar product of vectors X, j. The least d 2 1 such that G admits an embedding into Rd will be denoted by d(G) [7] .
Recall that if G has n vertices then (trivially) d(G) < n; the best known general upper bound is d(G) < n -fi while the best known lower bound for maxG d(G) (over all graphs on n vertices) is maxG d(G) 2 Ln/2 J is obtained via d(&, +) = n/2 (see [6, 71) .
In the current paper, we present some sublinear upper bounds for classes of graphs with special properties.
REITERMAN, R~DL, AND SI~;~AJOVA
We prove that d(G) 6 cp2 log rz (c an absolute constant) if p(G) < p, where p(G) is the edge density of G defined to be the maximum of average degrees of subgraphs of G. This generalizes a result of [ 31, d(G) < cd2 log n, where d is the maximum degree of G. Note that p(G) < d and that p(G) can be essentially smaller. A simple example below shows that such an inequality is no longer true if p is replaced by the average degree 6 of G.
We further present upper bounds for d(G) for other classes of graphs. For example, we show that any graph G not containing K2, k, k 6 n113, satisfies d(G) < c & fi log n. S' rmilarly, upper bounds for graphs without short cycles are derived. These results are corollaries of Theorem 1, the proof of which is based on random representations of graphs.
RANDOM UNIT VECTORS
The following lemma uses arguments similar to those of the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [7] . LEMMA 1. Let X, J be independent random unit vectors in R", where m = L12( l/t*) ln(n/t) J, 0 < t < 4. Then S;" COSm -2 (j &j ' yyw/2) We prove that parameters p, t can be chosen so that the vectors Tj form a representation of G in R" with a positive probability. For a fixed couple i, jE V, i# j,
Let us estimate each of the four summands. Summarizing the above inequalities we see that with probability pg > 1 -l/n3 -3K/n3 -3K/n3 -10/Kn3 = 1 -17K/n3
we have if ij E E then ai5Yj > -f12t + (/? -2 fit/?) -2 ,/Ztfl6Kt, if ij#E then 5ii!j<f12t+2JKt~+2fitfl+6Kt+2Zs
These hold simultaneously for all pairs i, j (i # j) with probability n 17K 9K p>l-2 7>1-11.
0
We may suppose Kc n/9 for otherwise the statement trivial. Hence the vectors gi form a representation of probability provided that of Theorem 1 is G with positive i.e., (2t)f12+(8,,kt-1)/3+(12Kt+2Z)<O.
Our track is to find t E (0, l/3 fi) ( as ar e as possible) such that the 1 g above quadratic inequality has a solution /3 > 0. To this end, let t be the positive root of its discriminant (8 &t -1)' -8t( 12Kt + 21) = -32Kt2 -16(@+ I) t + 1; then (l/t)'-16(fi+ I)( l/t) -32K= 0, 1 ;=8(JK+Z)+ 64(JK + Z)2 + 32K < (8 + @)(rK + I).
Also, t < l/3 JK, as required, and the solution /I = (1 -8 ,/%)/4t is positive.
We have proved the existence of a representation of G in R", where m = L12( l/t2) ln(n/t) J < ( 12(8+$%)2
In 2) A2 log(nA(8 + $%)).
APPLICATIONS
We apply Theorem 1 to obtain upper bounds for d(G) for classes of graphs which admit orientations with K, I small.
Recall that for a graph G, the edge density is defined by p(G) = max a subgraph of G, V' # 0 .
In the other words, p(G) is the maximum of average degrees of subgraphs of G.
The following folkloristic lemma enables us to make K < p. [4] (cf. also [5] ), a graph without cycles Ck (k even, k 2 4) has less than 45kn' +2/k edges, hence p(G) < 90kn21k. If G, in addition, does not contain C4 = (K2, 2) as a subgraph then we may use Theorem 1 with K = 90kn2/k and I = 1. Thus d(G) < c(@nllk + 1)2 log(n(&%zl'k + 1)) < c,kn21k log n.
(c) It is sufficient to consider the case when k is even. Using a simple averaging argument, find a subgraph G' = (V', E') of G with minimum
